FT Crossword: Weekend Magazine number 426
Set by: Aldhelm

The Across clues are straightforward, while the Down clues are cryptic.

ACROSS
1  John Milton work (8, 4)
9  Formation, line-up (5)
10 Suggesting (9)
11 Act of signing up (9)
12 Door's moving part (5)
13 Non-professional (9)
16 Capital of Ghana (5)
18 City in Oklahoma (5)
19 Unorthodox (9)
20 Opposite of credit (5)
22 Economic downturn (9)
25 Given a punishment (9)
26 Consecrate (5)
27 Between several parties (12)

DOWN
1  Dramatic representation of Part 2 is recreated (9)
2  King, perhaps, and viceroy a leader captured (5)
3  Double piece of caramel pudding served up (5)
4  One cutting rent, perhaps, after getting second house with little hesitation (9)
5  Hero working in trial he developed (4-5)
6  Offspring – namely, current number growing up (5)
7  Tellies adjusted with this ad – it gives a signal to viewers (9, 4)
8  Pleasant nature of a beagle seen around with owners' last two (13)
14 Stick up for soldiers in dry execution (9)
15 Half pint and chaser ordered for start of last round (9)
17 Colouring cut of meat with black stuff around (9)
21 Language bar you found in French (5)
23 Leader of revolt with time for young soldier (5)
24 Senior receives award that's dignified (5)

Solution 425

```
STATUS  MERCHANT
ARTIF  IKN ILE
INHALANT  BOISE
ENSEMBLE  FUNDUS
NAVARRO  ICHINOKEENA
FACT  LUN  UNFEEL
KEOCLICAL  S
FEMA  TOSA
AMTER  NAUTICAL
STAENEL  S
SALIVA  METRICAL
LEEEENET
CA RILLON  RUGGED
```